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Winter grain -planted -in the fall of 1974 did no't 'germinate prcperl� and it was 
tilled out befor� ,;1eeda bec-ame .a pro�lern.. The seedbeds ,:,rere in fair condition. but 
the lad� of rain -and soil moisture ·rc<!ucecl · gert?iiriation to about lfl per.te�t. .. 
The 1975 crop s�ason started out wi:th � shortage of sub-soil moisture and a rather 
dry surface soil. ;taius· in early Ap�il supplied enough moisture to facilitate 
tillage and the planting of spr-ing grain crops. 
r.a(,1 crops, such as corn and grain sorghum were damage·d by birds but t!te forage 
sorghum. and sunf loners were not • Yields of t!1ese crops May have been reduced by 
the high teMperatures and td:ods in late J�. July, and part of August. 
The fall planted crops in 1?15 are well stooled� due ma.inly to the. l�te fall and an 
inch of rain in late August. The first plantings of uinter wheat uere made 
August 20th, but the bulk of plantings Here made Seotember Stb and 6th with a late 
planting September 23rd. 
Work on the Kleppin farm. west of Wessington Springs, �·,as continued and is ferti­
lized and chisel plowed in preparation for t�e il'heat crop in 1�7(i. � tour was 
conducted durins the late SI!\all grain season to loo� over the small r,rain varieties 
and the weed control experiment. 
A field day has been scheduled for July 9tTl., ant! the theme of tbe event will center 
around the Ri-centennial year. �i'any old varieties of small grain are to be 
planted and some of the past history and pictures of the rP.search station displayed • 
!lOTE: This is a progress report and therefore the �sults presented are not 
necessarily complete nor conclusive. Any interpretation etven is strictly tentative 
because additional data resultine from continuation of these experimeuts may result 
in conclusions different than those of any one year. 
10!'}0 copies printed at an estimated cost of one cent per pa8e 
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1975 CROP SEASON 
Beadle County 
Faulk County 
Hand County 
Hughes County 
Hyde County 
Jerauld County 
Potter County 
Sully County 
Total Rainfall for Growing Season by Months with their Departure 
from Long-time Average at Central Substation, Highmore J S. D. 
naIJ�c----��"--��n�;---�"u�dQ---��---
April 
Ifay 
June 
July 
August 
September 
2.57 
2.00 
3.94 
1.30 
2.35 
0.47 
+.68 
-.55 
-.03 
-1.24 
.oo 
-1.14 
Days with temperatures about 90° 
June, 3; July, 21; and August, 15. 
Last Frost - SpriUfh !iay l 
First Frost - Fall. October 1 
0.54 
0.65 
1.20 
0.56 
0.60 
0.20 
29th 
6th 
3rd 
23rd 
11th 
4th 
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Keith and Myron Kleppin Farm 
Jerauld County. 11 miles west an.d 
2� miles south of Wessington Sprines 
TITLE: Weed Coutrol for Com and Sorghum Forage Production 
OBJECTIVES OF EXPERil!Etl'l': 
l. What effect do weed cpntrol chemicals have on succeeding crops? 
2. Will soil moisture be affected by these crOP?ing sequences? 
3. Do cropping sequences have. any effect on the small grain crop? 
4. Silage yields of com and forage sorghum. 
CROPPntG SEQUEUCE: 
1. Com-atrazine 74, Corn 75, Wheat 76 
2. Forage Sorghum�atrazine.. 74, Forage Sorghum 75, Wheat 76 
3. Com-Ramrod 74, Com-.!wllrod 75, Wheat 76 
4. Corn-atrazine 74 • Forage Sorghum 75, Wheat 76 
CROP YEAR HISTORY: Com and Forage Sorghum 
Planted: liay 30, 1975 
Variety: Corn. Sokota SK 54 - 18,000 plants/A 
Forage Sorghum, Sokota - 65,QOO 
plants/A 
He't'biclde: Ramrod. 611/A in 7 inch band 
Atrazine BOU, 311/A broadcast 
Insecticide: Thtmet, 1# active/A on corn only. 
tteplication.e: 4 
Wheat. Bounty 208 
Planted: �..ay 2, 1975; Harvested: July 30, 1975 
P.ESULTS: 
Harvested: Sept. 11 
Re,.., Space: 36 inches 
Fertilizer: 45-30-0 
Broadcast 
Cultivation: T1:10 
Soil Preparation: lful.ch 
tillage with 32 .. sweeps 
once 
Plot Size: 4 r""" plots, 
114 feet long 
TABLE l. FORAGE YIELDS OF COR.� A,.�D FORAGE SORGHUM 
-------------�e�-----Yields�T�s/A
--Plmt----
Treatment per sq. ft. 12% Height 
___ W,!_ed Co,!!.trol __ _ !l,.f_r9Y/ _____ -�
t
- _ .Jt
oistur!_ ___ IB.c!!.e.! ___ _ 
C:0Rt1 
z.;4ur 
Atrazine 3/; /!.* 
Ramrod 611/A 
7•: band 
FORAGE SORGHUM 
None 
Atrazine 3/1/A 
2.5 
1.0 
2.4 
2.75 
1.29 
8.89 
7.78 
8.96 
8.95 
9.11 
2.68 
2.52 
2.61 
2.54 
2.51 
so.a 
53.2 
49.0 
59.5 
57.1 - - ---------------,----------. =----�----....iill!!--------
'Wheat (Bounty 208) 32.2 Bu/A Teet weigbt.53.0 
• 
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CENTRAL RESEARCH STA'tION 
HIGHMORE, S. DAK. 
TlLLAGE A?ID FtlttntTY EXPEP.D4.!Nl'S 
Q. Kingsley and M. Volek 
TITLE: Tillage Methods and Cropping Sequences 
OBJECTIVES OF EXPEJ.UUENTS (eight in number): 
1. Will soil moiature change with tillage method or crop sequence? 
2. Effect of fertility on yield of grain or silage. 
3. Weed control compa-red to tillage tool used. 
4. Wh•t ef feet dcea cropping sequence have on yielde pr�duced 'l 
TD..1.1.GE TREA'J.'MENTS: 
1. Chisel plow, narrow sveeps, d.18k once or when needed. 
2. Mulch, 32 •• w.lde ,n1eeps , disk one� or when needed. 
3. Stubble, no till, or possibly chemical. 
4. Fallow, black, urrow or wide St·1eeps + disk or duckfoot until black. 
5. Fallaw, some reaidue, narrow or wide weeps + disk or duck.foot until 
nearly blag. 
CROP SEQUENCE: (numbers on side yefer to tillage treatments) 
1-2 
1-2 
l-2 
Spring Grain 
wheat 
wheat-oats 
1-2 
1-2 
1-2 
Winter Grain 
wheat 
wheat-oats 
3-4-5 
wheat-row crop (erain) 
wheat-fallow 3-4-5 
wheat-row crop (silage) 
wbeat:-fall°'·1 
FERTILITY: 
0-0-0 
0-30-0 
45-0-0 
45-30-0 
PLANTnlG SPACE: 
Phosphorus applied with grain 
Nitrogen. broadcast o� surface 
Small grain, 7 inch 
Row crop, 36 inch 
PLOT SIZE: 
20 ft. x 40 ft. 
REPLICATIONS: 
Four 
STARTING SOIL SAMPLES: 
Every plot 0-611 , 6-12°, 
12-1sn , 18-24" 
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OTHER OBSERVATIONS: 
1. Plant diseases 
2. Plant analysis 
3. Soil tests (nitrate) 
4. Weed evaluation 
5. Soil temperatures 
CROP YEAR HISTORY: 
Planted: wheat, April 27 
com, Uay 30 
Herbicide: Ramrod, 611/A 
7° band, com 
Insecticide: Thimet, 1# active/A 
on com 
r.eplications: 4 
Com - Silage 
Grain 
Wheat - Bounty 208 
Oats - Spear 
RESULTS: 
Harweted: July 25 
September 3 
Rav space; wheat 1·� 
corn 36'' 
Fertilizer: 45-30-0 
Cultivation: Com, t,dce 
Tillage: Chisel pl0t� or with 
32�• sweeps 
TABLE 2. SPRING WHEAT - CORN POR GRAI!l YIELDS*, Experiment 1 
h«uuy---------------un�;���------------
Treatment !!ulcb with 
N-P U)§/! ______ 32_Incl.1 Sw�e.2,s ___________ Ch,i!.e!. Plow ____ _ 
Yield, Bu/A 
45-30-0 
0-0-0 
45-0-0 
0-JQ .. Qin� 
% % 
Bu/ A Tll Protein Bu/ A TW Protein 
37.2 
33.5 
36.9 
39.6 
57.0 
52.7 
55.5 
56.2 
15.9 
14.0 
17.1 
15.9 
35. 7 
35.3 
37 .3 
35.2 
56.3 
52.5 
54.8 
56.0 
15.9 
14.9 
16.3 
15.5 
______________________ ._ _________________ _ 
* Corn for grain was not harvested due to excessive bird damage. 
**P is P2o5• 
• 
.. 
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TABLE 3. TIIJ.AGE HETHODS, CORN SIL.AGE. AND WINTER WHEAT 
SEQUENCE*• Experiment 2. 
Fertility - - - - - - - - - - Tillage 
lfethod- - -- - - --
Treatment Mulch with 
!!--! b.,b!./! ____ 1,2_I£c!!_ �,.!.e�s- _____ ,.C!!.i.!e! !�- _ 
Com Silage. tons,acre 
Wet 
45-30-0 7.57 
o-o ... o 6.66 
45-0-0 6.11 
0-30-0* 7.28 
12% 12% 
�1oieture Wet Moisture 
2.06 7.96 1.97 
1.69 6.81 2.01 
1. 71 6.91 2.08 
1.80 7.87 2.25 
-------------------.---__________ ,_ ____ _ 
* ?to winter wheat due to poor germination in fall of 1974. 
'**Pis P
2
o
5
• 
TABLE 4. TILt.AGE HE'mODS AND COUTINUOUS SPRI?lG \a'li'EAT PLANTING, 
Experiment 4. 
�rdliey---------------Tillqe���----------
--
Treetment Uulcb with 
!!-! lb!/!, ________ 32 lnch_St.ie�!. ________ ,.C!!.iee!, E.1�--- __ 
Uneat Yields in Bushels,Acre 
Bu/A TW 
45-30-0 18.4 49.4 
0-0-0 23.8 52.S 
45-0-0 19.3 52.4 
0-30-0" 21.2 52.9 
7. . % 
Protein Bu/A 
18. 2 17.8 
17.6 21.3 
17.6 16.0 
10.3 20.3 
TW 
50.4 
50.9 
49.0 
51.3 
Protein 
19.0 
17.7 
19 .. 7 
18.6 
------------------------------------------
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TABLE 5. FALLOW TILLAGE, FERTILITY TREATMENT, AN? YIELD 
OF SPRl.NG·HHEAT; Experitleot 5. 
Fertiliey---------nll�et�e�*-----
--
Treatment No Host Some 
N-P U,s/A Till Till Till - ------iu7A--Tl-:;---iu/A--TU- --iu/A- -TW -
45-30-0 
0-0-0 
45-0-0 
0-30-0-'* 
27.6 54.2 
23.9 54.5 
29.7 56.2 
29.5 56.5 
25.1 52.S 
24.1 55.0 
29.3 54.2 -
22.9 54.7 
26.8 52.5 
24.5 55.0 
29.0 55.8 
23.3 55.5 
-----------------------------
* Tillage Levels: Ho till - weed control with chedcals, 
2,4-D. 
Host till - weed free, using a chisel 
plO't. 
Soeie till - chisel plow twice but 
maintain organic matter. 
TABLE 6. TILLAGE ?!EfflODS AND YIELDS OF A SPRntG WHEAT-OATS CROPPIMG 
SEQUENCE, Experiment 7. 
F�tility--�-----------HllageJ�thod
�----------
Treatmeut t!ulch uith 
!!.-! Y,s/A ____ � __ 32 lnch_S!:_e�!. _________ Chi_!e! !low: ___ _ _ 
Spring Wheat Yield, Bu/A 
% % 
Bu/A TW· Protein Bu/A N Protein 
45-30-0 24.9 52.7 17 . 7  25.8 54.2 18.2 
0-0-0 23.2 55.7 18.4 25.8 55.2 17 .1 
45-0-0 27.2 52.2 18.2 25.1 53.5 17 .8 
0-30-0 26.9 56.0 17.0 26.2 53.5 17.9 
Oats Yield, Bu/A 
45-30-0 61.3 35.0 16.3 60.6 35.2 17.0 
0-0-0 54.9 35.2 15. 7 55.0 36.0 15.9 
45-0-0 57.4 34.0 16. 7 58.7 33.7 17.4 
0-30-0* 62.2 36.2 16.2 58.5 34.S 16.6 
---� ---�--___ ...;;;;;;;;..: _________ ------------- ---- - -
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TABLE 1. TILL.AGE imTHODS AND Y IELDS OF AN OATs-wnrrER l-llEAT* CROPPnTG 
SEQUENCE, Experiment 8. 
Fertilley---------------Tillage�t��
-----�-----
Treatmeut Hulch with 
B_-P Lb!./! ________ 31 !nch_Sue�!.- ________ Chisel Plou_ - ---Oats Yield 1n Bu/A 
% % 
Bu/A TW Protein Bu/A TW Protein 
45-30-0 
0-0-0 
45-0-0 
0-30-0*>\ 
66.l 
53.5 
58.6 
65.0 
34.2 
35.2 
35.0 
35.3 
16.9 
17.3 
17 .o 
15.9 
58.8 
52.3 
61. 7 
63.4 
35.0 
36.0 
35.0 
35.5 
17.9 
16.1 
17.3 
16.6 
-----��------------�-------------------� 
* Winter wheat was worked up due to poor stand. 
ww P is P2o5 • 
D ISCUSS ION: 
The fiTet year of an expeTirnent is mainly a period of weed control. checking 
out soil variability and obtaining the proper debris levels. 
Results for 1975 over all experiments, where sprine wheat was used. are not 
consistaut for each type of tillage treatment or fertility level used. The 
untreated or 0-0-0 fertility treatments are consistant in the yields produced as 
shown in Tables 4, 5 and 7 but in Table 2 the yields increased measurably. This 
experiment lies on a soil With a thick surface soil and the subsoil ts not as dense 
as in other areas. 
The crop response to fertility varied with each experiment. Lat, rainfall and 
high temperatures• with strong winds, dried the soil and reduced available soil 
moisture needed by the crops during the development period. Subsoil moisture was 
low at harvest time but fall rains increased surface moisture and all winter grain 
emerged in satisfactory populations. 
EFFECT OF UREA PLACEt1EUT WITH SEED ON SPRING WHEAT YIELDS 
E. Adams, P. Carson and Q. Kingsley 
Central Research Station - 1975 
Int£Oduction 
Previous investigations shm,ed serious loss of crop stand and eventually yield 
when commonly used rates of nitrogen as urea uere applied "1ith or near the seed. 
Huch of that damage was thousht to be caused by the biuret levels in uear nitrogen 
fertilizer at that time. Biuret, a chemical substance in urea nitrogen fertilize!', 
is toxic to germinating seeds or young plants when present 1n high concentrations. 
Todays urea fertilizer geDerally contaiua 1% or leas biuret compared to levels as 
high as 12% in some urea marketed 15 to 20 years ago. Farmers are using increasing 
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amounts of urea fertilizer today and will be using even more in the future. With 
that knowledge plus awareness of potential crop damage due to ammonium nitrogen 
derived from this fertilizer,  a study ua3 initiated. The objectives were namely 
to measure the effect of seed placer.tent or urea on plant stand and ultimately 
crop yield. 
Treatment Design 
The experimental desien was a randomized bloc?c:. which consisted of 6 rates of 
(10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and GO lbs/A) actual urea nitrogen applied idth :he seed, plus 
two checks where no nitrogen was applied with the seed , one of which received 
80 lbs. of iJ broadcast as ammoniwn nitrate. Added to these treatments were 4 r�tes 
of technical biuret (.35, • 70, 1.40 and 2.80 11's/A) . This uork also included the 
tt,o commercial sources of urea applied at 20 and 40 lbs. of nitrogen per acre with 
the seed. Each of these treatments received additional broadcast nitrogen (ammonium 
nitrate) in a sufficient amount to make the total nitrogen used equal to 80 lbs. 
per acre also. !ill plots received a uniform application of 20 lbs. of PzOs per 
acre applied with the drill attachment. All trials were replicated four times. 
World Seeds 1809 spring ,meat was planted during the third week of �1ay , which was 
much later than desirable. Poor weather for seeding persisted throughout most of 
the spring. 
Results 
Clirrtatic conditions caused severe crop stress during 1975. This may account 
in part for the very 1011 spring wheat yields. Very dry soil conditions existed 
at seeding time. Rainfall during the erouing season was ?..96 inches bel� 
average. Severe hail damage occurred durfnr, the 5 to 7 leaf growth stages . 
Unusually hot dry �.,ind conditions occurred during late flo,·1ering and filling. 
Stand reduction appeared to increase as the urea nitrogen rate placed with 
the seed increased. Table 8 shows stand reductions. The numerical values of 
stand reduction in Table 8 reflect increased (+) or decreased(-) levels of stand 
expressed as percent of stand levels in treatment 2 ,  uhere no urea or biut'et was 
placed with the seed. There �-,as wide data variability and since statistical 
analysis has not been carried out, it is not possible to draw positive con­
clusions at this time. The data in Tab le 8 ,  ho!1ever , indicate that the higher 
urea nitrogen rates � those well above rates normally recommended for seed place­
ment . did reduce stands. The application of biuret ,· at the rates used, did not 
reduce the stand as much as the higher rates of urea. The 1.4 lbs. of biuret 
application rate is approximately the amount of biuret contained in the 60 lb. 
rate of urea application , if we assume the biuret content of the urea is 17.. 
The 60 lb. rate of urea application with the seed reduced the stand 68% where 
as the 1.4 lb. rate of biuret reduced the stand 27%. This suggests ammonit.ttl\ ion 
levels resulting from hydrolysis of urea were primarily responsible for the loss 
of stand early in the gro�,th of this crop. The sliehtly greater plant stands 
observed at the second saopling (approximately 6 weeks after planting) suggest 
delayed emergence and l�1er plant vigor may have also resulted because of higher 
urea nitrogen rates with the seed. 
Spring wheat yields • shown in Table 9 ,  were unusually low. It t-1ould appear ,  
however , that higher rates of urea fertilizer placed with the seed lowered 
yields. The biuret treatments produced yields that were �,ell belm� those of the 
highest urea nitrogen seed treatment. Earlier stands counts would lead one to 
expect the yield from the urea treated plots (especially the hi3her rates of 
• 
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application) to be lower than the straight biuret plots. In spite of the 
differences in stand counts early in the season, the biuret plots vere observed 
t:o be less thrifty and visorous throughout the season. The higher yields of the 
urea treated plots compared to those of the biuret treated plots shows the ability 
of the wheat plant to compensate for reduced stand unless the remaining plants 
are in some way physiologically damaged. 
Acknouledeent 
The South Dakota State University staff wished to acknoule�ge the financial, 
product, and technological support provided this project by the Fertilizer 
Development Division of Tennessee Valley Authority, Farmers Union Central 
Exchange (CENEX) , and Cominco At!!.erican. It is hoped the study can be continued 
and at additional locations in 1976. 
Future Plans 
It is planned to establish this experiment on at least two locations in 
1976 to see if the results of 1975 can be repeated and hopefully to see what the 
effects of the materials are on the growth aud yields under more favorable 
growing conditions .. 
TABLE 8. EFFECT OF SEED PLACE'fENT 1'1:!EA ON SPRING l-JHEAT STAND, HIGW•ORE, SD,. 1975. 
------ ---------------------------- - ---- ---% "{eduction 
Treatment Fertilizer Treatments Lbs/�/W Seed* 1st Count 2nd Count Average 
Uwnber N + P2o5 + K2o + Biuret 6/4/75 
7/2/75 
---------- --- - - - --- ---- - -------�----------·-- ----
1 0 + 20 + 0 + 
2 0 + 20 + 0 + -20 ... 2 -11  
3 10 + 20 + 0 + -5 +5 0 
4 20 + 20 + 0 + -25 -2 -14 
5 30 + 20 + 0 + -38 -21 -30 
6 40 + 20 + 0 + -32 -9 -21 
7 50 + 20 + 0 + -46 -12 -29 
8 60 + 20 + 0 + -68 -42 -ss 
9 0 + 20 + 0 + 0.35 +21 +5 +13 
10 0 + 20 + 0 + 0 . 70 +7 0 +4 
11  0 + 20 + 0 + 1.40 -14 0 -7 
12 0 + 20 + 0 + 2.80 -27 -23 -25 
13 20 + 20 + 0 + ** -30 -9 -20 
14 40 + 20 + 0 + ** -45 -14 -30 
15 20 + 20 + 0 + *** -16 +2 -7 
16 40 + 20 + 0 + *'** -46 -16 -31 
- � ill treatm�tse�ept tN�m�t T re��edeM�h to���Nas ammo��- -- -
nitrate to bring total level nitrogen application to 80 lbs. of actual N per 
acre. 
** Urea provided by Cominco. 
*** Urea provided by CENEX. 
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TABLE 9 .  EFFECT OF SEED PLACEMENT UREA ON SP!'.ING HREAT nELDS, BIGHll>RB, SD, 1975. 
Treatment - Fertilizer-Treatmei't -1.bs/A7H-5e.ed•- - - - - - - - -Yield-Average- - -
Number N + P2o5 + K20 + Biuret Bu/Acre -------,;---__ ._.... __ ------------------------------
1 . 0  + 20 + 0 + I) u.o 
2 o +  20 + 0 + 0 10.9 
3 10 + 20 + 0 10.2 
4 20 + 20 + 0 9.0 
s 30 + 20 + 0 8.4 
6 40 + 20 + 0 7.7  
7 so + 20 + 0 8.1  
8 60 + 20 + 0 6.0 
9 o +  20 + 0 + 0.35 3.0 
10 o +  20 + 0 + 0.70 2.3 
11 o +  20 + 0 + 1.40 3.0 
12 o +  20 + 0 + 2.80 2.4 
13 20 + 20 + 0 + ** 11.8 
14 40 + 20 + 0 + ** 10.8 
15 20 + 20 + 0 + *** l'l.1 
16 40 + 20 + 0 + *** 8.4 
- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- .... - - -- - - - - - .- ...., _ - - - - ·-- --
* All treatments ezcept treatment 1 received enough topdreas nitrogen as 
ammonium nitrate to bring total level of nitrogen application up to 80 lbs. 
actual N per acre. 
** Urea nitrogen fertilizer provided by Cominco. 
*** Urea nitrogen fertilizer provided by CENEX. 
• 
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TABLE 10. EFFECT OF SEED PLACE?fE�lT UREA OF SPRil!G WHEAT PLAUT AU.AL YSIS, 
HIGHHORE, SD, 1975. 
-- ---------- -------- - ----- --- -----�
-----Treatment Fertilizer treatments Lbs/A/ Seed* Plant Analysis % 
Humber ll + P2o5 + K2o + Biuret N 
r I\ 
---------�-----------------�------------
l 0 + 20 + 0 + 0 3.2 .32 4.0 
2 0 + 20 + 0 + () 3.3 .33 3.9 
3 10 + 20 + 0 + 0 3 .2  • 32 3.9 
4 20 + 20 + 0 + a 3.2 • 30 4.0 
5 30 + 20 + 0 + 0 3 . 3  .30 4.0 
6 ,.o + 20 + 0 + 0 3.2 • 32 4.0 
7 50 + 20 + 0 + 0 3.3 .32 4.0 
8 60 + 20 + 0 + 0 3.4 • 31 4.0 
9 0 + 20 + 0 + 0.35 3.4 .32 4.2 
10 0 + 20 + 0 + o. 70 3.3 • 31 4 .3  
11 0 + 20 + 0 + l .t>O 3.4 .31 4.3 
12 0 + 20 + 0 + 2.00 3 .5  • 32 4.5 
13 20 + 20 + 0 + 0 3.2 .32 3.9 
14 40 + 20 + 0 + 0 3.1 • 31  3.9 
15 20 + 20 + 0 + 0 3.2 .31 3 0 · -
16 40 + 20 + 0 + 0 3.3 .30 4 . 1  
Average 3.3 • 31 4.0 
-----�--- �- - -- - --- - -------- -� - -------�-� 
* All treatments except treatment l received enough topdress nitrogen as 
ammonium nitrate to bring the total level of nitrogen application up to 
80 lbs. actual nitrogen per acre. 
** Urea nitrogen provided by Cominco . 
*** Urea nitrogen provided by CENEY... 
CORN , NITROGEN EXPERI!'lEUTS , CENTRAL SOUTII DAKOTA, 19 75 
Paul Fixen, Robert Nettleton, Paul Carson, 
Ron Gelderman and William. Pay11ter 
These experiments were designed to evaluate the need for additional nitrogen 
for the production of corn in central South Dal:ota. These plots were treated as 
outlying plots from the Central South Dakota Experiment Station, Hithmore, South 
Dakota. 
Uethoda 
1 .  The cooperators and fields were selected by the County Extension Aeent. 
After the corn was up . soil samples to a depth of four feet were taken. 
The teste on the soil samples taken are shown in Table 11. These tests 
show the available phosphorus and potassium. to be adequate. The nitrate-
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nitrogen t�t shows only one site (Faulstich) to be lot.,, enough that added 
nitrogen should increase the yield in a normal year. The nitrate-nitrogen 
content of the Vilhauer 02 site is at a level that added nitrogen may r,ive 
a yield increa.ae in a good year. Tt1e other sites had an abundance of 
available nitrogen for an average to an above average production year. 
2. The fertilizer used ttae ammonium nitrate at the following rates of added 
nitrogen in lbs. per acre: 
l. 0 
2 .  20 
3 .  40 
4. 60 
3. The fertilizer was applied as a side dressing when the plant were approxi­
mately 6 inches tall. 
4. The experimental design used was a completely randomized block u:l.th four 
replications . The plot size was 12 x 60 feet. 
5 .  The corn was planted and cared for by the farmer in each caoe. 
6 .  Dry weather interfored �nth the grouth of this com. Because of this dry 
weather, only locations 3 and 4 were harvested. These sites were harvested 
early so the plots would not interfere trlth the harvest of the com for 
silage by the farmer. Sixty feet of row was harvested by hand on the 12th 
of September. 
P-esults 
The effects of the fertilizer treatments on the yield and moisture contents 
of the corn at harvest time are reported in Table 12.  The added nitrogen either 
had no effect or depressed the yield of  corn at these sites . The yield differ­
ences were not large enoug� to be considered statistically significant. The 
growth of this corn was adversely affected by the dry weather. The nitrate­
nitrogen content of the soil from field 04 was large enough that a yield increase 
from added nitrogen would not be expected even in a year having more favorable 
weather conditions. However, the nitrate-nitrogen content of the soil from 
field f/3 was low enough that added nitrogen will increase yields when growing 
conditions are more favorable. The fact that these plots were harvested before 
physiological maturity had a lar8e ef feet on the yield. It should t ha1·1ever, be 
pointed out that the plants were drying up because of the dry weather and W'ere 
loosing their leaves . Under these growing conditions it would be difficult for 
the plants to attain physiolosical maturity. 
The amounts of nitrate-nitrogen in the soil profiles were large enough to 
make the chances of a yield increase from added nitrogen unlikely under favorable 
growing conditions. Thus no yield increa.ae or even a reduction in yield from 
added nitrogen is not surprising. 
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TABLE 1 1 .  SOIL TESTS ON SAUPLES FROi1 THE NITROGEU CORN EXPER.U'ENTS I HYDE 
COUNTY , 1975. 
Loint1';11- - iio.11- - lloJ-l" - -u;}!. -Ph.o:;...l,niua. -r'at�i�- ia- �S'.cltJlt�- - :faituri 
Ga:,le ":ctp 2 r 1 Lb� • P Lbs. K Salt 
UU!!lber lbs/A rmhos/cm ---------------------- - ---- - ---- ---------
Vilhauer 20216 112 2.4 26 670 7.4 0.6 Silt 
IH loam 
Vilhauer 20275 52 3.0 18 830 7.1 o .s Silt 
f/2 loam 
Faulstich 20234 36 2.8 34 990 7.1 0.4 Silty 
#3 clay loam 
Ruziskie 20243 70 3.0 28 890 7.3 0.6 Clay 
114 
-----------------------------�-------- -------
TABLE 12 . THE EFFECT OF ADDED IUTROGEM Ott THE nELD AND �OISTURE CONTE?Tr OF 
CORN GROWU IN CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA, 1975. 
Tn��nts- ------ - Loc��n ---------
- t��Tun -------
Lbs. Fertilizer #3 ll4 � 
Added Yielf ?!oisture 
2 Yield • •oisture' 
ll + P2o5 + K2o bu/A % bu/A
l % 
- - - - - - - - - --- --- ----- - --- - - - -- --- - - - - - - - � - - _ ......;;.;c  _ _ _ _ _  'liiiir _ __ 
o + o + o  
20 + 0 + 0 
40 + 0 + 0 
60 + 0 + 0 
14 
11 
8 
8 
54 
51 
59 
57 
31 
33 
31 
28 
50 
49 
49 
48 
---------------- ---------- - ------- �-----
l 
2 Yields calculated at 15% moistuTe. ttoisture samples taken by cutting section out of 8 ears. This includes a 
section of the cob. 
EFFECT OF SURFACE RESIDUE Oli YIELD OF SPRING WEAT 
CENTRAL RESEARCH STATION 
G. W. Buchenau and J. D. Smolik 
The benefits of surface residue in soil and moisture conservation are �ell 
known. Organic matter on the soil surface also creates certain conditions that 
are disadvantages to the growing crop ; among these are the increased carryover 
of microorganisms that cause plant diseasea. The purposes of this study are 
1) to evaluate the relationships between plant disease and wheat residue in 
continuous spring wheat cultures, and 2) to control these diseases that are 
iutensified by surface residue. 
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Procedure 
Experiment 1. In this experiment t-1e attempted to attain several levels of 
surface residue , ranging from as much as pos�ible (noble blade) to minimal 
residue (plow-disc) . Due to a droughty fall, no tillage 'tle.B accomplished, hence 
all residue overwintered on or near the surface, and only sprinP, tillage was 
practiced. To obtain plant disease control, fungicides and nematicides were 
superimposed on the various cultural practices. 
Experiment 2. This experiment was designed to determine if an interaction 
exists between spring wheat varieties and surface residue; in other words, are 
some varieties best on stubble while others are better on black ground? 
Two residue levels uere established in the spring of 11)75 ; hea:vy residue 
and little residue. Eight recommended spring wheat varieties were superimposed 
on the residue levels. Data taken included measurements of surface residue, 
population of plant parasitic nematodes, soil moisture, common root rot, and 
yield. 
Results and Discussion 
Experiment l .  Yield was depressed in those plots with t11aximum residue (noble 
blade) , no significant difference was observed between moderate and law residue 
levels (chisel vs. disc) (Table 13). He have not yet been able to evaluate the 
role of plant disease or other factors involved in this response. 
Experiment 2. Yield was strongly depressed in those plots wit� heavy surface 
residue (Table 14}. There was no outstanding variety, nor was there evidence of 
variety x residue interaction. 
TABLE 13.  YIELD OF CRA SPRI?lG WHEAT FROM PLOTS WI'ffl VARIOUS 
LEVELS OF SURFACE RESIDUE IN 1975 (Experiment 1) . 
- - - - --�rld� ��T --- ---- YteTu(�/� � ---
- - -- - - - ��/m2> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
200 (noble) 
112a ( chisel) 
12la (chisel) 
37 (disc) 
18.4 
22.58 
21.98 
21.63 
-- - -------------�------------------- - -
8rreane with the same letter are not significantly different. 
Yield data are means of 25 plots. 
Objective 
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TABLE 14. EFFECT OF SURFACE RESIDUE 0:1 YIELD OF O VARIETIES 
OF SP�.ING tJHEAT Itl 1�75 (Experiment 2). 
- - ----F£sidue Level -- ----- Yicld (bu/A)----
- - - - - -- ____ Cp.Lm2> _ _  - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
60 . 3 ( chisel) 
23.7 (disc) 
15.0a 
22.7 
----------------------------------
3?.teana of 24 plots. 
ALFALFA - !·1U'LCH STUDY 
Central r..esearch Station 
Paul Evenson 
A straw mulch (3 tons per acre) was found to reduce soil temperatures and 
increase alfalfa yields at the Agronomy Farm at Brookings. SD. TM.a experiment 
was designed to test the effect of a straw mulch on the regrowth of alfalfa in 
an area which has loner rainfall than Brookings . 
Procedure 
The experimental area received 100 lbs. per acre of 40-15-0 prior to tillage 
in early spring, 1973. An additional 100 lbs. per acre of phosphorus was applied 
to the experimental area along with 20 oz. per acre of Balan. These chemicals 
were incorporated into the soil by double diskf:ag the land. Vernal alfalfa was 
planted on iiay 23 ,. 1973 at a seeding rate of 7.67 lbs . per acre. The alfalfa was 
not harvested in 1973. In 1974, the alfalfa uas cut and removed from the plot on 
Jt.me 7 and 3 tons of straw per acre \.780 applied to the mulch plots on June 12. 
The mulch end the control plots uere layed out in a paired arrangement with 16 
replications. A second harvest was mde on July 18 in 1974. In 1975, a single 
harvest was made on June 13 on 12 of the paired plots as 4 of the plots were 
accidentally cowed early . A 2 x 20 foot strip l7.!!.S harvested out of the center 
of each 4 x 22 foot plot at both harvest times. 
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Resull& and Discussion 
TABLE lS. YIELD (TOtiS PER ACRE) .  
--------------------------------------
July 18. 1974 June 13, 197.S Avg. 
- -------------------------------
Control 
Uulch 
Difference 
.67 
.53 
.14 
1 . 17 
1.44 
.27 
1.84 
1.97 
. 13 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ...... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ..., __  _ 
The COlltrol plote produced yields which wen eignificantly ( .01 level) 
higher than th� yields produced by the 1111lch plots in 1974. 'these yields were 
very low dtm to lack of raiufall during the grcx,tns season. Aleo, the sci·�., 
was not applied ianediately following the harvest as ,,as intended. This trend 
was re9eraed iu 1975 with the mulch plote producing significantly (.01 level) 
higher yields than the control plots . Only one harvest was taken iD 1975 dae to 
the lack of rainfall. 
TABLE 16. FOP.AGE SORGllU!i SILAGE TESTING, Q. Kingsley, C. Olson. 'M. Volek 
- - -- - - - - -- -.� - - - - - - WATERJ.O!}l.i,-!975_-_
-_-_-_-_- - :  : :_ : :  _.t({G!]".OP!_,:1.2.11 : :  = : : : 
- -Tone/A _ _ _  Plant Tons/A Plant 
12% Height Days to 12� Height Days to 
Br.!,D-f �r_Var!e!,!_ _ _  .:... _D!Y _ _ _  We.t _ _  ln£.hes __ 1nr. Blo� __ .!?.TI. _ _ _  W!_t __ _  I�che!. __ 50%_Blo,2.m_ 
Funks 83F 3.06 10.85 66 90 1.78 9.66 62 86 
F\mks 99F 2.38 9.37 55 -- 1.53 7.86 55 86 
Funks 93F 3.39 10.57 54 92 1.53 7.73 57 9 1  
Rudy-Patrick 22F 2.17 9.09 48 84 1.09 5. 12 38 73 
Rudy-Patrick 55F 2.79 10.84 54 -- 1.46 8.72 51 92 
Sumax 3.25 9.22 52 91 1.83 7.82 51 92 
Acco Sweet Sioux III 3.27 10.62 68 84 1.70 8.42 59 66 
FS-531 5.06 17.28 67 -- 2.42 12.85 7 1  96 
FS-401A 3.15 10.75 47 � 2.03 9.28 41 89 
Pioneer 988 3.15 8.95 62 84 1.94 8.34 60 86 
Pioneer 931 3.52 12.58 72 -- 1.72 5 .50 58 97 
Excel Super Chou 235 2.58 10.06 57 -... 1 . 77 5 . 51) 59 9 7  
Silo Fill 33A 2.86 10.5� 51 -- 1.51 8.68 47 97 
DeKalb FS4 3.31 11.40 5� 92 1.12 8.94 52 90 
DeKalb FS-25a 2.85 10.29 52 -- 1.77 9.12 49 
DeKalb SX-4 2.62 8.23 61 90 1.43 6.61 61 
DeKalb ST-6 3.22 10.49 73 92 1.93 8 .29 65 
NK 367 4.21 14.60 68 -- 2.�2 1 1 . 04 68 
Trudan 6 2 . 23 8.84 69 70 1.41 6.66 56 
Sordan 70A 3.32 9.97 68 84 2.04 9.28 63 
CalWest-Uonarch l. 7() 6.08 63 �9 1. 74 S.SS 54 
Asgraw Duet 3.04 9.41 50 92 1.32 6.78 46 
Titan E 3.00 11.20 53 92 1.9� 9.40 54 
Grazer A-2 4.01 11 .02 65 92 1 .61  8.12 58 
Grazer M-2 2 .  98 10.17  62 84 1. 6 1  8 . 03 58 
RO 4.10 13.52 1.25 6.11 
CORN 2.92 11.80 0.81 5.()2 
Fertilizer applied 0-0-0 Dates Planted Highmore - !'fay 29 
Ilainfall 5/29-9/lfJ, Highmore 8.1911 Watertoun - !.Lay 28 
5/28-9/16, Watertown 6.87u Silage Cut Highmore - Sept. 10 
96 
87 
76 
84 
70 
83 
88 
87 
85 
I-' 
c::; 
Watert<Kffl - Sept. 16 
-*-Days to -50%bloom-are-the-days frODl-plantins,-Aiguat 8 is-70 days7" Sept7 3 ia-97 days7 - - - - - - ­
Replications : 4 
**Listed in order of first r�plication layout , Sorghum seed was contributed by these companies to 
study adaptability to this area. 
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G!'.Ar! SORGHtrf 
J. :Bon..'"lemmn and �!. Volek 
The 1975 Grain Sorghum Trial at t.�e Central Research Station vas seeded on 
May 21. Harvest was on September 17 as birds were causlnf! serious damag� (see 
notes in the data Table 17) . 'nae varieties were overseeded and thinned to 
2 plants/running ft. of rw 1D mid-June. The stand , in 36-inch rws , was 
approximately 30,000 plants per acre. 
TABLE 17. 1975 GRAIN SORGHUM PERFORMANCE TRIALS, AREA B2, CENTRAL RESEA..ltCH 
STATION , HIGHMORE. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ..-· - - - - Bird- - -
Test 
- - - - - - - � - - - -percei"t
-
Date moist�re Yield, damage Wt. Height, 
!r!!1d ! ,Yarietx. __ _ __ lblA ___ sS;_ox_e8 _ _  lb/B __ i!!_ch_e!. _ -�ag,eg, _ _  9/11
/15_ 
DeKalb A-25a 2510 1 56 25 7/27 21. l 
SDAES RS 506 2230 2 58 33 7.27 21.2 
ACCO R 920 2195 2 57 33 7/27 17.5 
Northrup-King NK. 180 2195 l 58 33 8/1)1 21. 7 
Western WS 201 2 100 l se 32 7/23 l�.8 
SDAES SD 106 2050 1 54 29 7/23 18.6 
Warner W-55 1910 2 58 27 8/01 29.3 
Northrup-King NK 121 1890 2 56 28 ft/1)1 17.5 
Northrup-King i1ll1 52 1615 3 56 23 7/19 17.8 
Warner W-561 1375 4 56 28 P,/"i3 31.5 
DeKalb B-35 91'.\0 2 51 30 8/01 31.8 
Pioneer 8901 780 5 42 3() 7/27 
Pioneer 878 635 5 56 28 7/31 
Pioneer 894 625 5 52 26 1/2R 25.3 
Funk 's  G-251 515 5 53 29 7/26 
NoT�h:rup-King NK 129 435 5 35 32 7/29 
SDAES S� 503 431) 5 44 32 7/28 
Wamer W-601 4 10 5 213 32 8/01 28.9 
Funk's G-393 405 5 30 29 8/01 
I!ufi 1330 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ...,. __ 
c.v . .  • 21.9% LSD (.05) 475 
a 1 � lea�t ; S Q  greatest 
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HORTICULTURE VEGETJIBLES 
Central Research Station 
Paul Prashar 
Representative crops of variou.� groups of vegetables, such as bulbs , roots, 
leaves, tubers, and fruits were planted at the Central Research Station at 
Highmore to observe thei't' performance. Beane, cabbage, carrots, cucumbers, 
onions, potatoes, peppe't's, and t01?1atoes were planted. In moat cases more than 
one variety of each crop was planted, which differ in their response to cultural 
and climatic conditions. It was observed that all the crops except potatoe 
variety Uorchip can be successfully groim if irrigation. is available and the 
crops are planted in a protected area. From these observations of one year it 
is clear that high quality vegetables can be produced for the home gardeners in 
the Highmore area if proper cultural practices are -maintained. Certain adjust­
ments for the varieties have to be made from crop to crop. High quality crops 
can be produced if the gardens are kept small , so they can be irrigated. I� the 
Highmore area wind and water will be the limiting factors in producing a good 
yield and high quality of vegetable crop. Wind velocity can be easily controlled. 
Water of good quality should be available. 
Further teats should be made to determine which crops will give maximum 
retum. It is possible to grow some. of the vegetables on commercial scale 
further m�st of Highmore along the river , provided a market can be found for 
them. 
WOODY ORNAHENTAL HORTICULTURE P.ESEMCH 
Central Researc� Station 
J. E .  Klett and N. P .  Evers 
Seventeen new cultivars of North Central-7 regional trials plants were 
planted in i'fay of 1975. These plantings 1-1ere made in triplicate and are 
located along the north entrance just south of the existinc shelterbelt addinp, 
to the existing trial plants started in 1971. Also, one, five and ten year 
plantins and performance evaluations were recorded. All plant mat:erial over 
ten years of age in the old site were marked and removed during the summer of 
1975. 
Twen.ty different flowering annual varieties ,-rere also planted near the 
station 's house and evaluated for growth characteristics under central South 
Dakota growing conditions. An early summer hail storm did excessive damage to 
plants and none fully recovered in the rest of season. 'nle plants were mainly 
past years All American Selection \'Tinners. 
DITRDDUCTION 
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WEED CONTROL UT S!f.ALL GRAIN ,. 1975 
Comparison of Chemical Materials and �.ates 
Harold Wood , Sully County Agent 
After 25 years of chemical spraying to control weeds in small grain. farmers 
of the area felt that certain weeds were becoming a probleffl and difficult to 
control in small grain with the present chemical materials and rates used. 
Tw·o weeds uere pointed out by local small grain tamers as being most 
troublesome. These nere Kochia and Wild Buckwheat. In view of this, it was 
decided to establish weed control plots :!.n small grain and to vary the treatment 
through various rates and combina.tioM of material available. The o'!>jective was 
to detend.ne what chemical material would provide the beat weed control of the 
weeds involved. 
A field of Fortuna Spring lolh.eat was selected for the Kochis control plots. 
This field had an. abundance of Kochia 1>reseot. No olant cotmts ,;ere made but it 
could be said that the weed infestatio� was severe . - Very fe,1 other weed 9!)ecies 
were present. A few plants of wild bucl-:wheat and Russiat'l t�istle ,,ere noted. 
A field of .Burnett oatg was selected for the Wild Buckvheat control plots. 
The infestation was not severe but ample plants were present (13 plants per 
square yard) to cause problems for the crop and give an evaluation of possible 
control. Very few other weeds were present. Some skeletoat·1eed was noted later 
in the season. 
The wheat field has been planted to wheat in 1974. The oat fitald was in 
com in 1974. 
AJJ a part of the plan, aerial a.p9lied plots were established oa. the spring 
wl,eat field in addition to the ground plots. The aerial plots were applied at 
two different periods of time. One series of aerial plots were established on 
Hay 21 and the second series on !fay 29. Plans were to determine if any differ­
ences in control and yields uould occur between the two series. 
Plots were also established at the l!iehmore Experiment Station for comparison 
on oats and spring vheat. Quentin Kingsley was in charge of these plots and 
collected the data. 
PROCEDURES 
The fields were seeded by the cooperating farmers in late April, 1975, by 
conventional procedures. 'lbe wheat field had been tilled 1� fall. 1974 , and 
tandem disced prior to drilling :in April, 1975. The oat plot was tandem disced 
and drilled on cornstalk ground. The corn had been cut for silafe in tne fall 
of 1974. The aerial plots on the wheat field were 120• wide and 1/2 mile long. 
The ground plots were applied with a small calibrated ground sprayer .  replicated 
twice and were 8 feet uide and 90 feet long on both the oats and wheat. The 
ground plots weTe applied on �!.ay 2$, 1975. The aerial plots were applied cm 
l'lay 21  and Hay 29 • 1975. 
• 
.. 
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TI\e Highmore plots were planted and harvested by the Station staff. All 
plots were swathed and conibined. The Sully Couo.ty plots were on a Righm.ore­
Eakin type soil. 
RESULTS AND D ISCUSSION 
The plot results are tabulated and illustrated in Tables 18. 19, 20. and 21. 
The oat plot results in Table 18 showed some plant injury from the use of 
picloram (tot'don) and 2,4-D, bromoxynil a:ld 2,4-D Amine.  The use of 2 .4-D Amine 
at the 0.5 lb. rate appeared to give good results on oats . 
The wheat plot results in Tab le 18 did not shu.·1 much yield difference • 
The oats plot results with 1,,,ild buckwheat are reported in Table 1� • Dic:omba, 
bromozynil and piclorom did a good job on wild buckwheat control. The 2 .4-D 
ester at O. 5 lb . per acre gave fair ,..ieed control but seer.led to reduce the yield• 
The 2.4-D Amine 0t1ly provided 53?. wild buckwheat control but resulted in the 
highest yield of 73.l hushels. 
Dicomba (Banvel) gave real high weed control but the yields were not quite 
as high as with bromoxynil at two different ratee or cot:lbined with tiCPA ester. 
In conclusion all of the sprays paid good returns compared to the check. 
The spring wheat plots with Kochia involved , reported in Table 20, indicate 
that the bt"Omoxynil and dico�a alone and combined with various materials and 
rates gave the beat weed control on Kochia. 
Bromoxynil appeared to have a slight edge in yield results at various rates 
and combined with otheT materials. Banvel may have been applied too late for 
ideal control results . 2,4-D ester at 0.5 lb. rate was the best of the 2,4-D or  
MCPA treat:Dleuts. 
In conclusion nearly all of the sprays paid good returns compared to the 
check. The highest yield was received from 3/8 lb. bromoxynil which resulted 1n 
a 5. 3 bushel advantage over che check . 
Results of the aerial applications are reported in Table 21. �..ood Kochia 
control results were obtained from dicomba and bromoxynil applications. There 
did. not seem to be much difference between the plots applied on t!ay 21 and 
May 29. 
Application of Picloram. (tordon) did not appear to provide Kochia control. 
The aerial plots were not harvested due to time and access problems at 
harvest time. 
SOO::ARY 
Spraying of the oat herbicide plots paid good returns. 
The oat plot trial for controlling buckwheat indicates that dicomba (Banvel) , 
br01110xyuil (Buctril) and picloram (Tordon 22K} provided good weed control. 
2,4-D Amine had the highest yield with only 53% weed control. Dic.omba appears 
to lower crop yield while controlling weeds .  
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Spraying of the wheat herbicide plot indicates a good return in nearly all 
cases. Bromoxyntl and dicomba provided the best weed control. Bromoxynil had 
the highest yields with a 5.3 bushel acvantage. 
Using the same chetr.icals on oats and wheat may not be advisable. Applying 
2,4-D ester on oats (Burnett) appeared to reduce t.�e yield even t�1en good weed 
control resulted. 
TABLE 18. 1975 SMALL GRAIN HERBICIDE ov1ot�ST':tATIOM t Highmore-, Q. Kingsley and 
L. Wrage 
Check 22.7 33.5 0 17.3 55 .. 'l 
Tor don 
picloram. + 2,4-D amine 1/64 + 1/4 20.2 32 . 5  l 17.8 55.0 
picloram + 2 ,4-D amine 1/48 + 3/8 19.6 29.5 3.1 1t.1 55.5 
di comb a 1/8 23.1) 32 .0 � .5  18 .0 55.5 
dicomba + 2,4-� aJ:!'�ne 1/8 + 1/4 26.8 32.5 0 16.9 54.0 
bromoxynil 1/4 26.4 31.0 0 17 �5 56 .. 0 
bromoxynil + 1-�CPA ester 1/4 + 1/4 25.1 30.5 16.8 55�5 
2,4-D amine 1/2 29.5 33.0 13.5 56 .. 0 
2,4-D ester 1/2 21.1 34.0 I 18.0 - 55.0 
11C'P A am! :-i.e 1/2 44.l 35.0 "- 18.1  55.5 
l1CPA ester 1/2 43.4 33.0 I} 18.7 55.5 
....,;;;, ----�-----------------------------------------
Crop: Spear oats, Bounty 208 wheat. 
Planted 5/16. 
Application; 5/31 , 10 gpa field sprayer. 
Crop 2-3 leaf stage. Few weeds emerged. 
Evaluation: Injury Tatinge 7/12. 
0-=n.o injury : lO=complett: kill 
Data • average of t\vo � x 1()11 ' samples/plot. 
Insufficient weed stand to evaluate. 
*No injury notes recorded for sprine wheat. 
Plots: �on-replicated, 1/2 acre each. 
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TABLE 19. 1�75 OAT BERBICIDES i SULLY CO. , Charles Stephens, Cooperator 
- ---- ---- ------- --- - - - - -- ---- --- - - -------
Plant Rt. % tlild Bucli,meat 
.'f.r!.a.tm!P.S ______ _ _  lbLA_a.!..e� _C!!ft�rol_-_7Ll!/75 __ ..{i.!!.·l - _B'!;YA _T,!S.S Ht.!. 
picloram + 2 ,4-D amine 1/64 + 1/4 95 34.2 67.4 38.6 
piclor8Jl'I + 2.4-D amine 1/48 + 3/8 99 34.C 67 .. 1 3R.5 
2,4-D ester 1/2 68 35.3 64.S 38.2 
2,4-D amine 1/2 53* 35.0 73.l 38.7 
i1CPA eater 1/2 35'* 34.7 72. l 3,. 7 
:!CPA amine 1/2 27* 34 . l  6�.4 3� .. o 
bromoxynil 1/4 95 3/i.1 71}.4 3�.� 
bromoxynil 3/8 99 32 . !-l  67 J, 31?.7 
bromozynil + UCPA ester 1/4 + 1/4 91* 33.5 71.1 36.!) 
dicamba 1/8 92:"; 33. 3 65.3 37.6 
dicatnba + HCPJI, amiue 1/8 + 1/4 96* 33. 8  64.4 3�.9 
dic8t!ba + 2.4-0 amine 1/8 + 1/4 93 34.') 62.,; 39.4 
bifenox 1/2 27 31.9 62.5 3�.2 
Check O* 33.2 59.6 3� .3 
------------- ------------------------------ -- --
*Skeletonueed present. 
Plot size: 10 x 9Q ' - 2 replications 
Crop: Burnett 
Application: bicycle plot sprayer, 20 gpa, ap�lied 5/2r,. 
Crop ; 4-5 leaf , w. buckwneat 3··5 leaf. 
Avg. ,.., • buc�·iheat denai ty, 13/ s�. yd. 
Evaluation:  Visual esti.tllates and measureoeuts - 7/11. 
Plant Height ! Avg. 3 measurements/plot. 
Plant ControL Avg. 3 estimates/rep. 
Harvest: Plot combine 8 x 90' • 
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TABLE 20. 1975 SPP .. nm llHEAl' IIERBICIDES, Sully Co. , Uewell Luct<-'18, Cooperator 
--------------------------------------- - ------ -� -
Z Kochia Control Plant Ht. 
I.r.!atme:nl_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lbffi_a.!..e.!. _ _ _  7L1!/l5 _ _ _ _ _  11!.·l - _BJA/! _Tyl, _!!t.!.. 
2 ,4-n ester 1/4 24 32.3 14.8 SS.1 
2 .4-D ester 1/2 46 31.1 16 . 1  55.9 
2 ,4-D amine 1/2 23 32.1 13.9 54.4 
2,4-D amine 3/4 30 31.7 14.() 56.1 
2,4-D amine + Wex 1/2 + 4 ml.a 33 31.6 14.2 55.2 
HCPA ester 1/2 26 31.A 12 . 1  56.7 
UCPA amine 1/2 34 29.6 ll. l 56.2 
Check 0 30.9 12.7 55.7 
brom.oxynil 1/4 60 32.4 16.7 57.1 
bromoxynil 3/8 1f. 32.l 18.0 55.S 
bromoxynil + i!CPA ester 1/4 + 1/4 68 30.3 14.8 56.6 
bromoxynil + HCPA ester 3/8 + 3/8 79 :31. 3  16.8 56.f. 
bromoxynil + 2 ,4-D ester 1/4 + 1/4 70 31.7 16.0 55.8 
bromoxynil + 2 .4-D ester 3/8 + 3/8 84 31.7 15.5 54.6 
picloram + 2.4-D amine 1/64 + l/4 0 30.3 11.0 54.l 
piclorarl + 2 . 4-D amine 1/46 + 3/8 15 29.6 13.4 57.3 
dicamba 1/8 82 27.6 14.1 57.2 
dicarnba + UCPA amine 1/8 + 1/4 SS 27.2 14.9 53.3 
dicamba + 2 .4-D amine 118 + 1/4 86 27.9 15.3 58.9 
metribuz.iu (SOW) 1/2 so 30.4 14. l  58.7 
bifenox (SOW) 1/2 13 29.9 13.1 57.1 
2,4-D ester (10 gpa) 1/2 48 28.9 13.6 55.6 
2 ,4-D ester (40 gpa) 1/2 36 29.2 13.6 55. 7 
bifeuox 3/4 23 31.5 13.1 54.7 
---------------------------�-- -------------�--
Plot size: 10 x 90'  - 2 replications 
Crop : Fortuna 
Application: bicycle plot sprayer , 20 gpa. A�lied S/2n. 
Crop : 5-6 leaf, kochia 1-3 in. \1. buc!�meat 4-6 leaf.  
Very heavy kochia. 
Evaluated: Visual eatimatea and measurements . 7/11. 
Plant height; Avg. 4 measure1nents/plot. 
'Weed Cmtrol: Avg. 2 estilnated/plot. 
Harvest: Plot combine: 8 x 90 ' • 
.. 
• 
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TABLE 21. 1975 SPRING tllEAT Dml>i'1STRATI<ll, ABRIAL APPLICATION, N ... 11 
Ludwig, CooperatOT, Dale Uhl, Applicator 
---�--- �--------- - ------ - -------- - ----
Treatllent lb/A a.e. % Kochta Cantrol 
-- - - - - - - ---- -- - -- - - - - - - -- - --- - - - - -
Qeck 
clicamba + 2,4-D amine 
dlcamba 
blGIW)XyGil + HCPA + 2,4-D 
plclormn + 2.Q-D ccd.ae 
pi�to� + 2,(-D ilC1nC 
br�l + � ,.6-t) uncer: 
d:l�lha + 2 ,li--b � 
2.4-o esur 
c11camba + MCPA amine 
1/8 + 1/4 83 
1/8 85 
1/4 + l/4 + l/4 78 
l/48 t l/8 2] 
1/&t. + l/1.. 3) 
3/8 + /8 S9 
1/S .._ 1/1. Sl 
1/1 :SS 
1/8 + 111..· 87 
--- -- - - - -- --------------- - ------ - - - -
Plot ei&e: 120 ' z 1/2 mile (7.S acrea) 
Crop: fortuna 
Application: Atr..:-1 gpa total vohane 
noce 1,  2 ,  �= 5/21; aop-3+ leaf, v. buckwheat )-,4 leaf. 
kodda, 1/2-2 111. 
Plots 4-9: S/29; crop s-6 leaf; w. buckwbgat 4-6 leaf, 
kochia, 1-3 in. w1Dd NW 10 1 50 
Evaluated: Vis� ratlDga 1/12.. Avg .• 2 readis1ge/plot • 
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TABLE 22. OATS-GROAT AND PROTE!tt PERCENTAGr:s,  1972-1974. Highoore 
- - - - - � -- - Groat Percent - - - ProtP.in Percent
-- - 1b;.-�D£-pffiei'nI.airc 
- - - - � _ ' 72 ' 73 ' 74 ' 72 ' 73 ' 74 ' 72  ' 73 ' 74 - -- -- --------------------------------
Astro 67 55 2 1 . 2  21 262 65 
Brave 76 69 19 . 7  21.8 389 274 
Burnett 78 70 54 19 20.8 21) . 8  366 280 �4 
Cayuse 68 52 52 17 20.2 22.4 334 209 134 
Chief 77 72 60 18.8 22.8 23.7 373 320 115 
Clintland 64 75 72 20.4 22.5 385 221 
Dal 74 66 56 20.9 24.l 25.2 374 2.31 107 
Diana 78 70 53 21 . 3  23.3 24.4 492 302 117 
Dupree 76 72 52 18.7 21.9 21.3 407 313 76 
Froker 77 70 55 19.9 21.5 23.8 42P. 268 94 
Garland 78 7() 58 20.2 21.9 22·.3 445 252 111l 
Goodland 71 61 23.7 23.3 255 101 
Grundy 76 70 56 17.5 2!> . 8  22.6 416 446 114 
Holden 75 71 57 10 22.4 23.5 366 28() 11.5 
Hudson 59 22.3 �8 
Jaycee 74 21.2 424 
Kelsey 74 66 53 16 . 7  18.4 21  359 211 67 
Kot a 71 64 18 21.S 411 266 
Lodi 74 53 53 20.2 22. 3 23.5 433 176 153 
I0\'1a !!72, :173 77  72 54 20.4 23.8 23.8 497 272 68 
i:loble 69 62 22 .. 2 23.2 291 155 
Nodaway 70 78 75 63 20 21.3  22 409 286 108 
Otee 72 68 57 23 . l  24.5 24.8 469 296 109 
Otter 77 72 60 16.7 18.9 20.1 43() 275 102 
Pettie 79 70 20.2  21. l 423 233 
Portal 75 71 57 17.5 21.3 21.7 365 229 80 
:tandom 73 59 55 17.3 19 . 8  23.3 348 203 111 
Spear 75 70 57 20.4 23.7 23.7 509 289 131 
Stout 7 1  56 20 .6 21.4 285 129 
Trio 71 69 51 19 21 . 3  22.4 431 263 85 
Average 75 68 56 19.3 21.9 22.8 409 271 108 
--- - --------------------�--- ----------p;ili,.---------
Q. S. Kingsley 
Sunflower studies on the Highmore, !tedfield and Watertol& research stations 
during 1974 and 1975 have been conducted as variety tests with emphasis ou 
flowering dates, oil content, yield, test weight and insect damage. A cropping 
sequence was started at Highmore and Redfield in 1975 using uheat. and oats 
(Table 23). No fertility , herbicide or insecticide has been used an any of tbe 
sit.ea. Avitrol was used for bird coatrol e.t Redfield in 1975 with some favorable 
results. Corn will be added as the fourth crop to this study in 1976. 
• 
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The results illustrated in Table 24 ar� mainly for comparisons of hybrid 
and open pollinated sunflowers. Sundak and Commander are confection type 
varieties. Avitrol was applied to the s�flower on the Redfield station, for 
bird control ,  August 8, 17 and the 22nd in 1975. The loss in yield was esti­
µlated at about 15% in the earlier maturing varieties from bird damage. No bird 
control was needed at the Highmore or Watertoun stations. Insects had made 
entries into the lleads and stalks , but in many cases the damage was caused by 
one single insect. 011 content is not too high for the oil seed varieties and 
this is due partially to the summer heat, lO'IJ rainfall .  and no fertility added. 
Yields of spring wheat and oats , Table 23 . reflect the lack of fertility 
and also the effect of being planted late in the season. There were no disease 
or insect reactions present that seemed to depress the growth of either crop. 
TABLE 23. WHEAT AND OATS r.i SUtlFLOHEr ROTATIOn. 
Test Wt. , lb • Bu/acre 
Highmore 
Wheat 55 20 . l  
Oats 37 37.0 
Redfield 
Wheat 56 21.9  
Oats 35 41.5 
__ _ ___  --,ip. _ _ _ __ _ _ - - - - --- - -- - - - .......- .- -
TABLE 24. 1975 SUNFLOWEP. YIELDS 
16-000- lants/A - - - - - ·- - - iti'Y:m_ 'i' _  - - -�-�- --=- - --- ---:�� rr - - - -- -- --- ,_ w'ill!:lrlf.JWl�u',ii- ---,- - -
361� row! 
- - - - � -�- - -,;,.- - -st»C - ----- -,:-- -t,lA- - -sii7.- - - - - -- -z- - -,,,7A- - -SOK- -
!&!.ietI. _ _ _ _ _ _ _  TesS, .!it..!.. _Cil __ Yield __ Flo!!_e.!. __ Tess_ E_t.:., _Oil __ Yield __ Flo.!!.e!. __ TJ!SS !'.!t.!. _Oil _ _ Yie.!d __ Flo!_e.!. _ 
Days froM Daye from Days from 
plantins planting planting 
Dahlgren DO 411  31.0 44.l 1179.7 69 32.n 43.4 1225.l 69 28.0 45.l 833.l 72 
Dahlgren DO 410 31.5 45 .7 1232.4 67 31.0 42.Q 89�.4 6" 27.5 46.5 869.l 69 
Dahlgren DO 514 31.0 42 .5  925.7 69 31.0 44.2 874.3 66 29.5 48 . 0  889.3 67 
Dahlgren :r:.o 515 31.0 41.9 847.6 71 32.5 45 .4  97�.4 69 29.0 44 . 3  783 . 6  71  
Peredovik 66 3�.5 44.0 1176.1 6f 30.? 43.8 8��.6 64 2�.5 45.2 1000.1 �7 
Sputnik 71 30.S 47.2 900.2 68 31.2 47.4 773.1 66 27.5  -- 903.8 68 
Sun Hi 372 30 .2 4{ . l  1352.1 68 31 .2  46 .9 649.l 6� 3�.� 47.9 925.6 70 
Suu Hi 380 31.7 4£.1 903.9 70 32.5 47.� 1076.2 6� 31.5 48.3 1014.6 69 
Inter State 896 30.7 43.0 1168 .8  6� 32.7 46.9 1�21.8 65 31.5 49.5 1�54.5 66 
Inter State 8941 32.0 42.7 1156.1 67 33.7 43.? 952 . n  65 32.n 48.2 OP,1 , 9  65 
Inter State 8944 32.7 43.9 1241.2 66 32.7 44.2 1076.2 63 31.5 48.2 81P,,5 64 
NK Hi 212 32.2 45.8 1433.8 65 33 .2 44 .4 1037. . 7  62 31 .5  48.3 1125. 3 64 
aumson HS 52 28.2 4.3 . 3  1157.9 69 28.7 45.3 1152 .5  6� 2'i . "l 45.9 941.9 n 
Cargil 201 32.2 4( .3 963.7 71 32.7 47.�  1111.5 7f'l 3 1 . 5  4�.l, At'l5,8  7(1 "-� 
Cargil 204 31.5 43.4 1157.9 70 31.2 45.8 112�.� 67 28.5 4,.n tn56.3 69 t� 
Pacific Sun Hi 301 32.5 45.5 tn6t . 7  69 33.0 48.2 88�.3 69 31.5 48,2 R�S.7 70 
Pacific Sun Hi 304 30.2 43 .6  1350.3 70 33.0 46.5 918.4 66 30.5 46.3 1283.2 68 
NAPB RE 31.7 44.0 ?02 .0  68 30.7 4�.8 813.1 65 30.0 44.6  1003.7 70 
WAPD AE 31.0 45.3 1065.4 70 31.7 44.3 923.8 64 28.5 43.4 913.9 69 
NAPB 12 30.2 4i.4 1172,5  65 31.7 42.4 941.l  63 31.5 46.0 931.0 63 
HAPB 55 32.5 4!: . 8  125').6 64 32.7 43.5 4�'),l'l 62 32.0 46.2 936.S 63 
HAPB lUC 30.5 42.6 8')7 ,6  68 31.7 42.() 9l•O . l  63 31.5 4� ."  931 .0  63 
USDA 374 30.S 4( .9 1217.8 69 32.5 47.4 87f.4 67 31.i 45.P. 958.3 69 
USDA 873 31.5 44.5 833.1 67 32.7 47.5 843.9 6� 31.0 4ij.� 731.4 69 
USDA 903 32.7 44.1 1000.8 67 31.7 42.4 10.n.s 63 3�.5 45.5 1390.4 67 
USDA 904 31.7 43.0 1�17.2 66 33.� 43.2 1027.3 63 28 .5  42.3 869.4 66 
Sundak 27.7 30.7 963.7 68 27 . 7  31.7 1127.1 66 26.5 35.3 1275.9 67 
Sexauer POI 3�6 30.7 45.0 960.6 68 32.0 47.1 9C3.7 59 28.5 47 .2  1230.S 68 
Record 30.2 44.4 1083.5 70 30.0 46.2 954.7 70 27.� 43.e 1078.1 7 3  
Commander 28.2 30.4 939.3 6� 26.5 35.9 725.9 65 25.5 32.9 1�61.7 72 
-. Plinted 5/29/75,-Harvested-9/12/75'"-; Rainfall-8'719 inches: Fertility 0-0-0 - -- -
- - - ------ ·------- - - -
** Planted 5/29/75. Harvested 9/23/75,  Rainfall 6.59 inches, Fertility 0-0-0 
*** Planted 5/28/75, Harvested 9/15/75, f�infall 6.87 inches, Fertility 0-0-0 
• 
• 
• 
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WORK STARTED OR C011PLETED nt 1975 
1 .  
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5 .  
6. 
7 • 
8. 
9. 
Nev tillage and fertility experiments soil sampled and started. 
Farm was resurveyed 8Jld experimental blocks set up at uniform sizes. 
new water line to the fann and relocations on the fann. 
Sewer line. 
Loading rm:zp set up and graveled. 
Start of new orchard plantings by Dr. Peterson and tree removal plus graden 
demonstration. 
Layout made for grass studies in area north of northeast shelterbelt and 
rocl'.s dug. 
Some buildings reroofed and repaired; all buildings have the siding reaailed. 
Graveled areas around buildings in work area • 
PLANS FOR 1976 
l. Bi-centennial Field Day July 9th to include 
a. Old crop varieties 
b. Old and ne, machineey 
c. Picture and history of the fam 
2. Use of irrigation on small grain. 
3. Establish a netr alfalfa variety test. 
4. Pasture or hay grass planting with some :fnterseeding. 
5. Complete landscaping around residence. 
6.  Reroof seedhouse and residence plus paint all buildings. 
7. Lower roof and enclose hay storage shed on three sides. 
8. Participate in Hyde County Crop Show. 
9. Build equipment to satisfy needs for harvesting small grain, com, and 
sunflowers. 
10. Sweet corn. feed for the public. 
EXPERU�n'S OM THE STATIOt1 
l .  Hulched alfalfa. 
2. Fertility using various carriers. 
3. Grain sorghum testing. 
4. Small grain--winter and spring. 
5. Weed control. 
6. Winter barley breeding nursery. 
7. Grass varieties--new pl.anting. 
8. Fertility and mulch • 
9. Horticultural plantings of omamental.e and fruit trees, garden, and 
strawberries. 
10. Sunfl(J{1er variety testing and crop rotation. 
11. Sorghum silage variety testing. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
